
Peugeot LCV Range

ACCeSSoRIeS



Your professional vehicle is the first thing people see. It introduces and represents 
you and your business — like a business card. So we’re delighted that you’ve 
chosen a Peugeot van. Designed with business in mind the Bipper, Partner, 
expert and Boxer have been built by professionals for professionals. And because 
we know that no two businesses are the same, we’ve designed our van range in a 
number of different ways, with attention to payloads, heights and engines.

Whatever the role your van has in your business, we’ve got a complete range of 
specifically designed accessories. So whether you decide to add roof bars, interior 
storage units or security grilles to protect your vehicle contents, our accessories 
give you the opportunity to make the van work for you perfectly.

You can also make sure you reach your destination quickly and easily with a 
tomtom sat nav system. or a Bluetooth hands-free kit so it’s easy to keep in 
touch with customers.

So take a look, decide what accessories you need and enjoy.

For more information on our accessories range including retail 
fitted prices, contact your local Peugeot Dealer or visit us at  
www.peugeot.co.uk/accessories/

PROFESSIONAL IN EVERY WAY



When you’ve got work to get on with, you need a van you can rely on to make loading, unloading and delivering as easy as possible. 
Take a look at our range of carrying equipment, all rigorously tested to the highest standards.

TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS

Roof rack
Designed and engineered to fit securely to the roof structure enabling the carriage of bulky cargo without 
compromising on safety. Maximum permitted load is dependent on model and model variations.

Foot plate
An essential item which makes tying down loads on the roof rack both safe and easy.

Boxer
Foot plate load roller and noise reduction deflector is included with the roof rack for Boxer.
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TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS

Roof bars
These roof bars are an 
excellent foundation for 
the safe transportation of 
large and bulky loads.   
Additional single unit 
roof bars are available 
separately for Boxer and 
expert models only.

Bipper

Partner Boxer



Roof rack access ladder
This ladder provides easier access 
to items carried onto the vehicle 
roof rack. Available on Boxer and 
expert models only.

Boxer

Load roller
This load roller allows easier loading of ladders and other longer items onto the roof rack. 
Load rollers are included with the roof rack accessory, apart from the Partner steel roof rack 
where this is available separately.

expert

Partner
only for steel roof rack.



TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS

tow bars
Designed specifically for the Peugeot van range, our tow bars 
are engineered and tested to the highest standards. Choose from 
one of the various ball types available with fixed and swan neck 
configurations. Tow bar options are dependent on model.

expert

Bipper

Partner

Some jobs may be unpredictable so be prepared to carry multiple loads. 
ensure that you retain the floor space in your van and safely transport 
longer loads and tools with a tow bar. 



Boxer
Hook tow bar fitting

Ball and pin tow bar fitting

Ball tow bar fitting

Hook and ball tow bar fitting



Rear door storage nets 
This set of two storage nets provides a practical solution for smaller 
everyday items. Available on Bipper models only.

Door sill protectors
Available in stainless steel and PVC; a great accessory to protect 
against scuffs and scratches when climbing in and out of the van. 
Available on Bipper and Partner models only.

Mudflaps 
Designed to complement the style of the Peugeot van range 
whilst protecting the vehicle’s bodywork from damage caused 
by road debris.

Styled mudflaps 
only available on Partner.

Standard mudflaps 
only available for Bipper, expert and Boxer.



PROTECTION

Floor mats
These mats will provide lasting protection of the original flooring. And, to prevent interference with the vehicle’s pedals,  
the driver’s side mat clips onto the existing fittings. 

Front standard carpet mats
Available on Bipper and Partner 
models only.

Front rubber floor mats
Available for all models.

Your van represents your business - an investment, quality and efficiency.
So of course you’ll want to protect it.



COMFORT
Add to your driving pleasure with our range of comfort and convenience accessories.

Wind deflectors
Increase ventilation into the cabin area whilst minimising wind noise 
and buffeting. 

Aluminium effect interior kit
Add a personal touch to your interior with these quick-to-install 
aluminium trims. Kit includes two trims each for the front lateral 
air vents, the front speakers and tweeters.  
Available on Bipper models only.



Non-slip support mat
With a high level of grip, small objects 
remain in place and within easy reach..

12 Volt hot/cool box
Available in both the 16 and 21 litre capacities, this thermal storage unit will cool 15°C 
below ambient temperature. In heating mode contents are heated up to 55°C.

16 Litre hot/cool box 21 Litre hot/cool box

Ashtray & lighter
The ashtray and lighter are both conveniently 
located for use.

Reading light
With a 30 cm flexible multi directional arm 
that allows you to direct light where you 
need it.

Air freshener diffuser
Create an atmosphere with this portable 
diffuser that can be used with a range of 
delightful fragrance refills.



Range of Snow Socks

SAFETY AND SECURITY
As a responsible driver, you’ll want to be equipped to drive with complete peace of mind. 
So whether it’s parking sensors to help you avoid hidden obstacles, or security grilles to protect the 
contents of your van, we have a range of accessories to help you with these safety and security measures.

1  Front or rear parking       
    sensors
To help you to manoeuvre 
safely the system emits 
audible bleeps when the van 
approaches an obstacle. 
Front parking sensors 
available for Partner and 
expert models only. Rear 
parking sensors available for 
all models.

2  Anti-intrusion alarm
Protecting the bonnet and 
ultrasonic protection of the 
passenger compartment. 
Rear load area may 
require additional module 
dependent on specification.

3  Fog light kits
These fog lights increase 
visibility enabling you to see 
and be seen. At this low level 
they help penetrate the fog, 
illuminating the road ahead 
so you can drive safely. 
Available on Partner and 
expert models only.
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Range of Snow Chains

Range of CAtLoCS
our new ‘CATLoC’ product not only 
secures the catalytic convertor to 
the vehicle, but it also comes with 
an identification marking kit and 
ISR (International Security Register) 
registration documentation which 
links the specific code to the VIN of 
the vehicle, so a strong deterrent 
for any would-be thief. Available for 
expert and Boxer models only.

Door Lock Plate
Door Lock Plates are designed to 
give additional protection to the 
door lock mechanism. Available for 
Boxer models only.

Door Lock
These reinforced lock mechanisms 
offer additional protection for the rear 
load area of commercial vehicles. 

essential for driving on fresh or compacted snow.



High visibility vest, warning 
triangle and first aid kit
Be prepared for those 
unexpected emergencies 
with our range of road safety 
accessories. 

Rear window security grilles
Protect the contents of your vehicle by installing tailored window security grilles (set of two).
Available for Bipper, Partner and Boxer models only.

Internal viewexternal view

tinted window 
security film
This deep black tinted 
protective film looks 
completely opaque 
from the outside and 
transparent from the 
inside. Apply it to your 
van so that people can’t 
see the equipment or 
goods inside your van, 
reducing the risk of theft. 
Available for Bipper, 
Partner and Boxer 
models only.



MULTIMEDIA
equip your van with the latest technology, and stay in 
touch with your customers and the world outside.

Range of tomtom Portable Navigation Systems
The very latest in portable navigation from TomTom. No 
set-up or subscription charges – simply plug in, switch on 
and go. These smart, easy-to-use navigation units come 
pre-loaded with uK and Western european mapping*, 
and include a screen mount and in-car power lead. 
entering address details could not be easier thanks to the 
touchscreen operation and postcode navigation.
* Dependent on model

uSB Box
Peugeot’s iPod & MP3 connectivity kit enable music to be played back via the 
audio system. All iPod music is displayed on the multi-function display menu 
allowing you to browse through songs, playlists etc. 
Available on Partner model only.

Phone Charger
This portable universal mobile telephone 
charger allows you to charge all smartphone 
models (Apple, Samsung, Nokia, etc.) while 
you are on the road or at home.

universal Supporter
This universal Smartphone 
support will add a touch of 
elegance in your vehicle thanks 
to its meticulous design.

Multi Socket
Multisocket lighter + uSB permitting the connection of: 
mobile telephones, gPS, games consoles and more. 
Fits in your vehicle’s factory-fitted cup holder, thanks
to its rounded shape.



tetrax Xway support
A discrete fixing bracket that will securely hold an electronic mobile 
device. Compatible with most mobile phones, Smartphones, gPS 
systems and MP3 devices.

Housing for hands-free kit
This innovative kit is perfect for incorporating the screen with the 
MKi9200 hands-free kit (sold separately), while keeping all the 
functions (iPhone, uSB, mini-jack) including the SD card reader. 
Available on Partner model only.

Integrated Bluetooth® hands-free kit
Designed to be used with ‘Bluetooth’ compatible phones, the 
hands-free kit offers full voice control for pick-up, hang-up and 
voice dialling where supported by the handset. 

12V Lead extension
Lighter extension allowing easy connection anywhere in the vehicle.



www.peugeot.co.uk/accessories/

Dealer Stamp

The information and images in this brochure are based on the most current data available when going to print. As part 
of a policy of continuous specification improvement PeugeoT Motor Company PLC reserves the right to modify the 
specification of our goods and to discontinue any item, without notice, at any time.

Please note that current print and photographic techniques do not allow us to faithfully reproduce the full depth and 
tone of the colours in this brochure.

The vehicles illustrated in this brochure are presented with added options and accessories.

This brochure is designed to provide general product information and is not a contractual document or offer of sale.  
For current information please contact your local PeugeoT Dealer.

The details in this brochure cannot be reproduced without the express authorisation of PeugeoT Motor Company PLC. 

Products without model compatibility details are available on all models.

RECOMMENDS

Issued by:
Aftersales Marketing
Peugeot Motor Company PLC
Pinley House, 2 Sunbeam Way,
Coventry. CV3 1ND.


